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Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a data decomposition technique enabling to discover mean-
ingful latent nonnegative components. Since, however, the objective function of NMF is non-convex,
the performance of the source separation can degrade when the iterative update of the basis matrix in
the training procedure is stuck to a poor local minimum. In most of the previous studies, the whole basis
matrix for a specific source is iteratively updated to minimize a certain objective function with random
initialization although a few approaches have been proposed for the systematic initialization of the basis
matrix such as the singular value decomposition and k-means clustering. In this paper, we propose an
approach to robust bases estimation in which an incremental strategy is adopted. Based on an analogy
between clustering and NMF analysis, we estimate the NMF bases in a similar way to the global k-
means algorithm popular in the data clustering area. Experiments on audio separation from noise showed
that the proposed methods outperformed the conventional NMF technique using random initialization by
about 2.04 dB and 2.34 dB in signal-to-distortion ratio when the target source was speech and violin,
respectively.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the recent years, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)
has beenwidely applied tomany tasks, and it has shown impressive
performances particularly in image and audio signal processing [1–
22]. NMF is a sort of latent factor analysis technique forwhich unsu-
pervised learning algorithms are used to discover underlying part-
based representations for the given nonnegative data. NMF is con-
ceptually similar to other well-known matrix factorization or even
data clustering techniques which can be expressed in a unified for-
mulation [16,23,24]. NMF has shown certain benefits compared
with other factorization schemes such as the independent compo-
nent analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) [1,2], in the
areas including source separation [3,4] and document classification
[5]. Since the publication of [1], a number of attempts have been
made to improve NMF under some specific conditions, which
include Itakura-Saito NMF [2], sparse NMF [6–8], convolutive
NMF [10], and discriminative NMF [11–13].

Though NMF shows an impressive performance in several fields,
one of its weakness is that the final result is sensitive to the initial
values of the bases [24]. Because the objective function of NMF is
not convex, the optimized solution obtained from the iterative
updates of the basis matrix can be stuck to a local minimum, which
implies that the overall performance may significantly depend on
the initial parameter values. For this reason, several previous
works attempt to provide systematic ways to initialize the basis
and encoding matrices such as the centroids of k-means clustering,
PCA, and singular value decomposition (SVD)-based methods [25–
31]. Though some of these methods show lower reconstruction
errors and faster convergence speeds than the random value ini-
tialization, the source separation performance are not of primary
concern. Moreover, the SVD- and PCA-based methods cannot sup-
port over-complete bases in which the number of bases is larger
than the dimension of the input vector. Recently, an incremental
approach inspired by Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm is proposed
which doubles the number of bases in each step [9]. It shows
promising source separation performance, but the number of basis
is strictly restricted to be a power of 2.

The conventional vector quantization task can be interpreted as
a special case of the matrix factorization where each basis vector
corresponds to a codeword and only a single basis is activated at
each time [23]. This analogy implies that the data clustering tech-
niques can provide some useful cues for the initialization of the
NMF bases. Unfortunately, however, conventional codebook train-
ing approaches such as the k-means clustering can only guarantee
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suboptimal solutions similar to the case of NMF bases estimation
and the final centroids are sensitive to the initialization of the code
vectors. In order to alleviate this difficulty, several modified k-
means algorithms have been developed [32–34]. The core idea of
these algorithms is to increase the number of code vectors gradu-
ally while optimizing a certain criterion so that the final result can
be less dependent on the initial parameter values.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to estimate the basis
and encoding matrices for the NMF analysis. Exploiting the analogy
between NMF analysis and data clustering, a systematic method
for estimating the NMF basis matrix is proposed by combining
the standard NMF basis training procedure and an efficient code-
book learning algorithm. The proposed methods borrow an idea
from the global k-means algorithm [34]. One of the prominent fea-
tures of this algorithm is that it estimates the parameters incre-
mentally, i.e., increases the number of bases by one at each step.
Unlike our previous approach based on LBG algorithm [9], the pro-
posed approach aligns with the geometric analysis of NMF and
does not have a restriction on the number of basis vectors. In order
to evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques, we car-
ried out an experiment on audio separation from noise. In the
experimental result, we can see that the proposed methods outper-
formed other bases estimation methods.

2. NMF-based audio source separation

When NMF is applied to audio source separation, it generally
approximates the magnitude spectra of a given mixture V2 RM�N

þ
as the product of a basis matrix W2 RM�R

þ and an encoding matrix

H2 RR�N
þ (V �WH) where M;N, and R denote the number of fre-

quency bins, short-time frames, and the number of basis vectors,
respectively. In order to resolve the non-unique factorization prob-
lem, it is needed to impose some constraints on the structures ofW
or H. In our work, all the column vectors of W are constrained to
have a unit L2-norm. The process of NMF-based source separation
is given in Fig. 1. In this case, the basis matrix W is considered as a
concatenation of the target and noise basis matrices, WS2 RM�Rs

þ
and WN2 RM�Rn

þ where Rs and Rn indicate the number of target sig-
nal and noise basis vectors, respectively. WS and WN are usually
trained separately with clean target signal and noise DBs, respec-
tively. The objective function of NMF is given as the discrepancy
between V and WH, i.e.,

f ðW;HÞ ¼ DðVjWHÞ ð1Þ
Fig. 1. The process of NMF-based audio source separation.
where DðajbÞ denotes the divergence between a and b. One of the
popular choices for the divergence measure is Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) which is given as [1]

DðVjWHÞ ¼
X
m;n

Vm;n log
Vm;n

ðWHÞm;n
� Vm;n þ ðWHÞm;n ð2Þ

where Am;n denotes the m-th row and n-th column component of
the matrix A. When the multiplicative update rule (MuR) [1] is used,
W and H are updated as follows:

Hr;n  Hr;n

PM
k¼1

Wk;rVk;nPR

f¼1Wk;fHf ;nPM
k¼1Wk;r

; ð3Þ

Wm;r  Wm;r

PN
p¼1

Hr;pVm;pPR

f¼1Wm;fHf ;pPN
p¼1Hr;p

: ð4Þ

The final estimate for H and W are obtained by iterative application
of the update rules (3) and (4) for a fixed number of iterations. The
MuR is an well-known approach to estimate W and H which is sim-
ple to implement and shown to yield good results. Each basis
matrix, WS and WN , is obtained separately by (3) and (4).

In the separation phase, a noisy magnitude spectrum jYðtÞj is
approximated as jYðtÞj �WHðtÞ for each frame with the fixed basis
matrix W ¼ ½WS WN� obtained during the training phase where

HðtÞ ¼ HSðtÞT HNðtÞT
h iT

2 RðRsþRnÞ�1 denotes the encoding vector of

the mixed signal in the t-th frame, YðtÞ represents the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) coefficients of the noisy input, and j � j
denotes taking element-wise magnitude. Keeping W fixed, HðtÞ is
computed by iterating (3) for a fixed number of times, in which
HSðtÞ and HNðtÞ are initialized to nonnegative random numbers.
After a fixed number of iterations, the magnitude spectra of the tar-
get and noise signals are estimated as follows:

jŜðtÞj ¼WSHSðtÞ; jN̂ðtÞj ¼WNHNðtÞ: ð5Þ
Instead of directly using the estimated magnitude spectra in (5), a
spectral gain function similar to the Wiener filter is adopted in
[2–4,20]. In this scheme, the gain function is given by

GðtÞ ¼ jŜðtÞj
jŜðtÞj þ jN̂ðtÞj

ð6Þ

where A
B denotes element-wise division of vectors, and GðtÞ2 RM�1 is

a gain vector obtained at the t-th frame. Finally, the STFT coeffi-
cients of the enhanced speech signal at the t-th frame are obtained

according to ŜfinalðtÞ ¼ GðtÞ � YðtÞ where � indicates an elementary-
wise multiplication.

3. Global k-means clustering-based NMF bases estimation

In this section, we propose a novel approach to estimate NMF
bases, which is based on an analogy between the NMF basis train-
ing and the codebook design in vector quantization. If the encoding
vector of the NMF analysis is allowed to have only one non-zero
component, then each NMF basis can be viewed as a codeword vec-
tor and the reconstruction error can be treated as the distance
between the input vector and its nearest codeword. Our approach
to NMF bases estimation is motivated by the global k-means
(GKM) clustering technique [34], which has demonstrated smaller
clustering error than several other variants of the k-means cluster-
ing approach. In general, for data clustering, we need to find R
codewords and a rule to map any M-dimensional input vector into
one of the R codewords for the sake of minimizing the sum of the
squared Euclidean distances between each input vector and the
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corresponding code vector. GKM starts with one cluster ðR ¼ 1Þ for
which the optimal codeword is set as the centroid of the whole
data set. At each iteration of the GKM algorithm, a new codeword
is added to refine the clusters and the conventional k-means algo-
rithm is run until convergence.

In the proposed approach, the NMF bases are trained incremen-
tally like the GKM technique while the iterative update rules in (3)
and (4) are adopted instead of the k-means clustering operation. To
illustrate the proposed method, the geometric analysis of NMF pro-
posed in [35,36] is employed in Fig. 2. The left figure shows an
example for the data space with M ¼ 3, where all the nonnegative
data vectors and basis vectors can be mapped onto the points on
the standard simplex if they are normalized to have unit L1 norms.
The figure on the right side shows the standard simplex, where red
stars represent current basis vectors and blue dots denote normal-
ized training data. The data vectors that reside in the convex hull
formed by the basis vectors can be perfectly reconstructed by the
1

1

1

: training data
: normalized training data

Fig. 2. The data point for the new basis when M ¼ 3 (left: data vectors and pullback o

Fig. 3. Pseudo code for the proposed incremen
NMF analysis. In contrast, the normalized data vector far from this
convex hull will have a large reconstruction error in the NMF anal-
ysis. In the proposed algorithms, the training data that shows the
maximum Euclidean distance or KLD from the reconstructed vector
is appended to the current basis matrix W as a new basis vector.
With this augmented basis matrix as an initial value, the conven-
tional update algorithm in (3) and (4) is iterated until convergence.
One possible drawback may be that the basis vectors added earlier
will be updated muchmore times than newer basis vectors. In [37],
the basis matrix updated too many times degrades the perfor-
mance of the sources separation. To alleviate this problem, only
recent L basis vectors are updated in each step.

The pseudo code of the proposed incremental method to NMF
basis estimation is given in Fig. 3. The input of the algorithm is
the training data matrix V ¼ ðV1; � � � ;VNÞ2 RM�N

þ and the number
of bases R, while the output is the trained basis matrix W. Let Wr

and Hr respectively denote the basis matrix and the corresponding
initialization of 

: normalized training data
: current basis

nto the standard simplex, right: data and basis vectors on the standard simplex).

tal method to the NMF basis estimation.
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encoding matrix when the number of bases is r. We begin with
r ¼ 1 and increase it at each iteration until r ¼ R. The proposed
method proceeds as follows:

1. Initialization for r ¼ 1, Compute the centroid cðVÞ of V, the
entire training set. The centroid is computed as the mean of
the whole training data vectors. Set W1 as the normalized cen-
troid, i.e.,
W1 ¼ cðVÞ
kcðVÞk21

ð7Þ

where k � k2 and 1 represent L2-norm and a vector with all ele-

ments equal to one, respectively. Then, compute H1 that mini-

mizes the KLD between V and W1H1. It is easy to find H1 ¼ 1TV
kW1k1

.

(2.1) Let Vn� be the training vector showing the maximum Eucli-
dean distance from the reconstructed vector. Vn� is decided
as
Vn� ¼ argmax
Vn

kVn �WrHrðnÞk2 ð8Þ

where HrðnÞ denotes the n-th column of Hr . Alternatively, Vn�

can be the vector with maximum KLD given as
Vn� ¼ argmax

Vn

DðVnjWrHrðnÞÞ.

(2.2) A new basis vector Wnew2 RM�1
þ and the corresponding

encoding vector Hnew2 R1�N
þ are determined as
Wnew ¼ Vn�

kVn� k21
; Hnew ¼ kVn� k2eT

n� ð9Þ

where en� denotes the standard vector having all its elements
zero except for the n�-th element which is set to 1.

(2.3) Increase the number of bases by one for which
Wrþ1 ¼ ½Wr ;Wnew� 2 RM�ðrþ1Þ
þ ; ð10Þ

Hrþ1 ¼ ½�HrT ;HnewT �T 2 Rðrþ1Þ�Nþ

where �Hr is the same as Hr except the n�-th column is replaced
by a zero vector, as shown in Fig. 4. Wrþ1 and Hrþ1 will perfectly
reconstruct Vn� as a result.
Fig. 4. Construction of Hrþ1 for the perfect reconstruction of Vn� .
3. Iteratively update the Hrþ1 and L rightmost columns of Wrþ1

according to (3) and (4) for a fixed number of times to approx-
imate V as Wrþ1Hrþ1. ðr þ 1� LÞ leftmost columns of Wrþ1 are
kept intact to prevent too many updates of each basis.

4. Increase r by one and repeat 2 and 3 if r < R.

4. Experimental setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, exper-
iments on audio separation from noise were performed in a variety
of noisy conditions with the target source being speech and violin
signals. A 512-point discrete Fourier transform with 75% overlap
was used to form the spectrogram with Hamming window. The
sampling rate was 16 kHz. The magnitude spectra were used as
data vectors for the NMF analysis. Speech and interfering signals
were selected from TIMIT [40] and NOISEX-92 [41] DBs, respec-
tively. The basis matrix for each noise type was obtained from
about 120-s long noise signal, and the training speech DB was
130-s long spoken by 56 different speakers. The test speech data
set consisted of 32 sentences from 32 different speakers. We tested
4 different types of noises including F-16, factory1, babble, and
white noises, while the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was 0 dB. For
violin signals, we used two music files for the training and separa-
tion phases, as shown in Table 1. There was no overlap between the
training and test data.

The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated in
terms of the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [38]
and the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) [39]. To demonstrate the
performance improvement achieved by the proposed method,
eight versions of the NMF-based audio source separation algorithm
described in Section 2 for which only the training methods of the
basis matrix differed were compared:

	 Rand: NMF basis estimation with random initialization [1]
	 SNMF: Sparse NMF [8] with random initialization
	 PCA: NMF basis estimation that utilizes principal component
analysis [30]
	 SVD: NMF basis estimation that employs singular value decom-
position [31]
	 Cent: NMF basis estimation based on the centroids of the k-
means clustering [29]
	 LBG: incremental NMF basis estimation based on Linde-Buzo-
Gray algorithm [9]
	 Prop1: proposed incremental approach to the NMF basis esti-
mation based on GKM algorithm where KLD was adopted for
the selection of the new basis vector in (2.1)
	 Prop2: proposed incremental approach to the NMF basis esti-
mation based on GKM algorithm where Euclidean distance
was applied when choosing the additional basis vector in (2.1)

SNMF is the NMF with a constraint on the L1 norm of H, while
the L2 norm normalized version of W is adopted in the objective
function [8]. It is included in the experiments as a performance
benchmark. In Cent, the number of clusters was kept the same as
the number of the NMF bases [26]. The number of iterations during
the training phase was decided to maximize the separation perfor-
mance for each algorithm as in [12,37], which turned out to be 100
Table 1
Information on the violin data for the bases estimation and audio separation from
noise (resampled to 16 kHz/s).

Phase Title Artist

Training Partita No.1 (BWV 1002)-Double Ida Haendel
Separation Sonata No.2 (BWV 1003)-Allegro
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for Rand, SNMF, PCA, SVD, and Cent and 10 for each step of LBG.
For each step of Prop, the number of iterations was 1 for violin sig-
nal and 5 for speech and noises. The number of iterations in the
source separations was 20. The number of basis vectors that are
updated at each step of Prop, L, was set to 10. The separation per-
formances of Prop were not sensitive to L in our experiments. For
Rand and SNMF, the performances were averaged over 10 trials
with different random seeds. The performance deviations depend-
ing on the random seeds were less than 0:09 dB in SDR and 0:008 in
PESQ scores.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Separation of speech from noise

Fig. 5 shows the noise reduction performance with various
number of the bases averaged over all noises. Since the number
of basis of LBG is strictly restricted to be a power of 2, we have cho-
Fig. 5. The audio separation performance with various basis training methods
according to the number of basis vectors. (target: speech, input SNR = 0 dB).
sen the numbers of bases as R ¼ 64;128;256;512. Only 6 results
are shown for R ¼ 512, because PCA and SVD cannot be applied
when R > M. Fig. 6 summarizes the performance when R for each
method was selected to maximize the performance. PCA, SVD,
and Cent did not show improvement of noise reduction perfor-
mance, although they might describe each source well. SNMF per-
formed well as expected. The incremental approach adopting LBG
algorithm showed similar performance when R was 256 and better
PESQ scores when it was 512 compared with SNMF, which demon-
strated the potential of the incremental approach. The proposed
algorithm using the GKM-based incremental approach outper-
formed all the competitors for all value of R. The performance of
the proposed algorithm with Euclidean distance as the criterion
to choose new basis vectors (Prop2) was higher than that with
KLD. Prop2 outperformed SNMF about 0.68 dB and 0.07 in terms
of SDR and PESQ, respectively.
Fig. 6. The performance of noise reduction for various basis training methods with
R that showed best performance. (target: speech, input SNR = 0 dB).



Fig. 7. The audio separation performance with various basis training methods.
(target: violin, input SNR = 0 dB).

Fig. 8. The convergence curve with various b

Table 2
Processing times for various basis training methods. (R ¼ 64).

Methods Rand SNMF PCA SVD Cent LBG Prop2

Time (s) 11.98 17.77 12.24 17.99 18.24 14.45 27.46
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5.2. Separation of violin signal from noise

Fig. 7 shows the noise reduction performance when the target
source was violin. Like Figs. 5 and 6, Fig. 7 (a) shows the SDRs
for various R and Fig. 7 (b) shows the performances with the values
of R that produced the highest SDRs. The tendency was similar to
the previous experiments in which the target signal was speech.
Prop2 outperformed SNMF and LBG about 1.58 and 1.51 dB in
terms of SDR.

5.3. Convergence curve and processing time

Additionally, we have tested the convergence curve of the
reconstruction error for the speech signal. Fig. 8 shows the recon-
struction errors, DðVjWHÞ in (2), according to the number of itera-
tions with various basis training methods when R ¼ 64. As for LBG
and Prop2, the number of iterations is those in the last stages in
which R ¼ 64, i.e., the iteration numbers after we have 64 initial
bases. At the same number of iterations of 100, PCA showed the
lowest reconstruction error, and LBG and Prop2 showed a similar
values to Rand. However, at the numbers of iterations that resulted
in the best noise reduction performances, the reconstruction error
for LBG and Prop2 were even higher, which indicates that lower
reconstruction error does not lead to better audio source separa-
tion from noise. The reconstruction error for SNMF was high, as
SNMF tries to minimized not only the reconstruction error but also
the L1 norm penalty term.

The total processing time to train the NMF bases using various
methods are shown in Table 2, for which R ¼ 64 and the parame-
ters were set to maximize the noise reduction performances. All
the algorithms were implemented using Matlab. Prop2 requires
the longest processing time as it is composed of 64 stages. It is
noted that the processing time for the source separation phase is
the same for each method.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed novel basis estimation method for NMF
based on the incremental strategy. The proposed method estimate
asis training methods. (speech signals).
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the bases incrementally while considering the reconstruction error
of each data vector. Inspired by the global k-means algorithm, the
data vector with the largest reconstruction error is added as a new
basis vector before performing conventional NMF updates. The
experimental results confirm that the incremental approach based
on global k-means algorithm is effective for audio separation from
noise.
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